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The Perverted Concept of Self-Esteem - Part 1
- by Walton Weaver - Jackson, Mississippi 

The current emphasis on building
self-esteem as the focal point
around which our preaching and
teaching are to be centered is being
received enthusiastically by many
leading theologians today. During
the last ten years the book market
has been flooded with books on the
subject. What was first laid down
as a guiding principle in
child-rearing has now been brought
over into religion and is being held
up as a sound biblical principle
which should be utilized in the
pulpit and across the dining room
table.
Is A New Reformation Needed?
Robert H. Schuller, who is

identified with the Reformed
Church in America, and founder of
the now 10,000 plus members
Garden Grove Community Church
in California, has written almost
twenty books in the last fifteen
years or so, and positive
self-esteem has been the central
theme in nearly all of them.
Schuller is bold enough to say that
nothing short of a "New

Reformation" will do. Believing
that the Protestant Reformation
was a "mid-flight correction"
which preached a God- centered
message by emphasizing that man
is a sinner, Schuller believes it is
now time for the church to have
another "mid-flight correction."
This time, however, the correction
must be man-centered rather than
God- centered. The man-centered
approach is what is needed today
to "communicate spiritual reality to
the unchurched." The God-
centered approach was what was
needed in the Protestant
Reformation, but not today. Only
the "human needs" approach will
work in our time. And, according
to Schuller, the one basic human
need - "the deepest of all human
needs" - is "salvation from sin and
hell." But when Schuller defines
the terms "salvation," "sin," and
"hell," so that they will nicely fit
into his theology of self-love, or
dignity of the human person, it is
readily apparent that he is far
removed from the Bible itself in

the development of his new
theology (or, as Martin Marty says,
"a philosophy which makes room
for God more than a theology that
incorporates psychology").
In Robert Schuller's book,

S e l f - E s t e e m :  T h e  N e w
Reformation, he leaves no doubt as
to where he is coming from. Every
key word like sin, hell, salvation,
anger and hatred is defined in
relation to self-esteem.
Self-esteem: Self-esteem is the

human hunger for the divine
dignity that God intended to be our
emotional birthright as children
created in his image.
Sin: Any human condition or act

that robs God of glory by stripping
one of his children of their right to
divine dignity. Or, stated another
way, sin is that deep lack of trust
that separates me from God and
leaves me with a sense of shame
and unworthiness. Again, sin is
any act or thought that robs myself
or another human being of his or
her self-esteem.
Hell: The loss of pride that

naturally follows separation from
God - the ultimate and unfailing
source of our soul's self-respect. A
person is in hell when he has lost
his self-esteem.
Anger, hatred, What is anger?

What is hatred? It is really fear.
And what is fear? It is the feeling
of being fear, insecurity threatened
- a deeper feeling of insecurity.

And what is that feeling of
insecurity? It is a lack of
self-confidence: self-confidence to
cope with the 'threatening,
situation. And what is that lack of
self-confidence? It is the result of a
too-low self-esteem. 'I don't think I
can' rises from the deeper, 'I don't
think I am.'
Salvation: To be saved means to

be permanently lifted from sin
(psychological self-abuse with all
its consequences as seen above)
and shame to self-esteem and its
God- glorifying human need-
meeting, constructive, and creative
consequences.

Redefining the Bible
There is no question that the Bible

is being reinterpreted by those who
are promoting the new doctrine of
selfism. What is called "Christian
Psychology" today is largely a
borrowing from humanistic
psychology. And from the kind of
definitions we have just seen of
key biblical words there can be no
doubt  that  psychologica l
definitions are winning out over
biblical definitions. This is what
Dave Hunt calls "the seduction of
Christianity." Every gospel
preacher should read his two
books, The Seduction of
Chris t ianity,  and Beyond
Seduction: A Return to Biblical
Christianity. He has some good
things to say about this matter of
redefining the Bible to make it fit



into this new self-love theory.
As soon as the door was opened

for the 'truths' of psychology to
shed further light upon Scripture, a
subtle process began that is bearing
its deadly fruit in the church today.
If 'all truth is God's truth' and
psychology is part of that truth,
then it must be given equal
authority with the Bible. Of course
Christian psychologists deny this:
They assure us that  no
psychological theory will be
accepted that contradicts the Bible.
B u t  i n  a c t u a l  p r a c t i c e
'psychological truth' is imposed
upon the Bible and becomes the
new grid through which Scripture
is now to be interpreted. We are
plainly told by some Christian
psychologists that theology must
be brought into line with
psychological theory. Abraham
Maslow's 'hierarchy of needs' has
even been baptized into the church
and dressed in biblical language, in
spite of the fact that Jews taught
the opposite. (Maslow puts food,
clothing, shelter, etc. first; Jesus
puts them last and says to seek the
kingdom of God and His
righteousness first. This plain truth
is reinterpreted by the new experts,
and anyone without training in
psychology is disqualified from
taking issue with them (Beyond
Seduction, p. 140).
Schuller uses the prayer that Jesus

taught His disciples to pray as the

basis for developing his new
theology of self-esteem. He sees
the theology of dignity or
self-respect coming through in
every part of this model prayer.
But to find the gospel of self-love
in every segment of this prayer he
is forced (as he was in defining sin,
hell, etc.) to redefine the terms
used in the prayer so they will fit
his self-esteem theory. "Our Father
in heaven, hallowed be your name"
reminds us of how great we are as
God's sons and daughters on planet
earth; it is to make us conscious of
our belonging to the family of
God. So we are really praying,
"God is my Father! I am his child.
I am somebody! I bear his
honorable name." "Your kingdom
come, your will be done on earth
as it is in heaven, " raises a hope
for every human being to discover
the lost glory his heart desires. It
assures me that I might be able to
be someone for somebody. It
means God will give us a human
need-filling dream to feed our
self-esteem. "Give us this day our
daily bread" is redefined by
making "bread" mean life's basic
needs. That may, not seem at first
to be a new definition, but when
Schuller tells us that fife's basic
needs are summed iip in possibility
thinking, or a process of thinking
that is stimulated and sustained by
trust, that is a new meaning of
"bread"! Forgiving is living, so

 "forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors" is meant to help us avoid
the guilt of perfectionism without diffusing the drive to excellence. "We'll
take a giant step up the let's -feel- good- about- ourselves- ladder when we
experience the profoundly positive, regenerating, rejuvenating,
revitalizing peace, love, and joy, that is the emotional reward of the
person who receives and offers forgiveness," Schuller says. “It is at this
point that Schuller deals with the question of how one receives
forgiveness he so desperately needs before he can really feel good about
himself. In dealing with this question he discusses the terms sin, salvation
and repentance. We've already seen how he defines sin and salvation. The
core of sin is the lack of self-esteem, he says. The most serious sin "is the
one that causes me to say, 'I am unworthy. I may have no claim to divine
sonship, if you examine me at my worst.' For once a person believes he
is an 'unworthy sinner,' it is doubtful if he can really honestly accept the
saving grace God offers in Jesus Christ." Salvation is deliverance from sin
(psychologically defined) and shame to self-esteem. Salvation is based on
God's unconditional grace. What is grace? God's love in action for people
who don't deserve it (you are worthy, but you are not deserving, Schuller
says). In keeping with his positive approach, Schuller describes the
incarnation of Jesus in positive terms, i.e., instead of it being the
humiliation of Christ it was God's glorification of the human being. The
cross of Christ is also to be viewed positively; it places God's value upon
us. By his resurrection Christ has given us his highest honor (again a
positive interpretation) - he has given us the opportunity to do his work
and take his place in the world. All of this means that we really are
somebodies! *** Continued In Next Weeks Bulletin ***


